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Abstract—The paper proposes a layered system for web
service composition. The input for the system is the spec-
ification of the desired service, including both functional
and non-functional requirements. The composition operation
takes as input a generic composition graph defined based
on the functional requirements. Then, the set of potential
compositions is identified based on “hard” non-functional
requirements. This set is represented in terms of an extended
version of the composition graph that permits to take
into account the different BPEL constructors. Finally, best
composition(s) are identified by solving a bi-objective shortest
path problem on the transformed composition graph.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web service composition attempts to take advantage of

currently existing web services to provide a new service

that does not exist on its own [1]. Therefore, in order to

have a more complex service, we can use some seman-

tically related simpler web services and execute them in

such a way that the whole set provides the desired service

[1]. One important issue within web service composition is

related to the selection of the most appropriate one among

the different possible compositions. Most of current works

use successive evaluation of different (non functional)

aspects in order to attribute a general “level of quality” to

different composite web services and to select the “best”

one from these services. In these works, the evaluation

of composite web services is based either on a single

Quality of Service (QoS) attribute (such as availability,

response time, etc.) or, at best, on a weighted sum of

several quantitative attributes.

More advanced web service composition proposals are

based on ontology [2], multi-agent systems [3], genetic al-

gorithms [4], stochastic optimization algorithm [5], linear

programming [6], query languages [7], and multicriteria

evaluation [8][9][10][11] A recent survey of web service

composition approaches is available in [12].

The goal of this research is to propose a layered system

for web service composition. The proposed system uses

multicriteria evaluation to identify the composite service

that responds better to the client functional and non-

functional requirements. The input for the system is the

specification of the desired service, including both func-

tional and non-functional requirements. The composition

operation takes as input a generic composition graph

defined based on the functional requirements. Then, the

set of potential compositions is identified based on “hard”

non-functional requirements. This set is represented in

terms of an extended version of the composition graph

that permits to take into account the different BPEL

constructors. Finally, “best” composition(s), in terms of

cost and “soft” non-functional requirements, are identified

by solving a bi-objective shortest path problem on the

transformed composition graph.

The paper geos as follows. Section II sets the back-

ground. Section III introduced the composition approach

and system architecture. Sections IV, V and VI detail the

three phases of the composition approach. Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

The input for web service composition is a set of

specifications describing the capabilities of the desired

service. These specifications can be decomposed into two

groups: (i) functional (FC) requirements that deal with the

desired functionality of the composite service; and (ii)

non-functional (NFC) requirements that relate to issues

like cost, performance and availability. These specifica-

tions need to be expressed in an appropriate language.

The framework presented here uses an extended version

of Ontology Web Language (OWL) proposed in [13] for

expressing functional requirements and the QoS for non-

functional requirements.

A. Service Type and Instance

In this paper, as in [13], we differentiate between web

service types, which are groupings of similar (in terms

of functionality) web services, and the actual web service

instances that can be invoked. We believe as [13] that

the separate representation of web service type defini-

tion from instance definition helps in handling different

requirements, and different means to optimize them, and

allows us to work efficiently with large collection of web

services. The web service types and instances can be

advertised in a registry.

Following [10], a web service type is defined as follows.

Definition 1: A web service type Si is a tuple

〈Fi, Qi, Ci〉, where:

• Fi is a description of the service’s functionality,

• Qi is a specification of its QoS attributes, and

• Ci is its cost specification.♦
Each web service type Si has a unique functionality Fi.

In turn, the same functionality may be supported by differ-

ent service types. We denote by Ii = {Ai
1, A

i
2, · · · , Ai

ni
}
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the set of service instances associated with Si; ni is the

number of instances for service type Si.

The QoS attributes can be subdivided into two groups :

• Hard attributes: These correspond to QoS attributes

for which some obligatory constraints are imposed by

the client. Instances that fail to meet these constraints

are automatically eliminated.

• Soft attributes: These correspond to QoS attributes

that should be optimized, i.e. maximized or mini-

mized, according to the user preferences.

Hard QoS attributes will be used in the second phase of

the proposed composition approach to eliminate services

instances that fail to meet the hard QoS requirements.

Soft QoS attributes will be used to compare the different

potential compositions. In the rest of the paper, we denote

by Qh the set of hard attributes and by Qs the set of soft

attributes with Qi = Qs ∪Qh and Qs ∩Qh = ∅.

B. Composite Service Type and Instance

Composite web service type and instance are defined as

follows.

Definition 2: A composite service type is a tuple

〈S,R,Q,C〉, where:

• S = {S1, · · · , Sn} is a collection of n service types,

• R is a specification of the invocation relationships

among service types in S,

• Q is a specification of its QoS attributes, and

• C is its cost specification.♦
The functionality of the composite service can be

retrieved from set R. Naturally, the specification Q of

QoS attributes and cost specification C of a composite

service are defined based on the QoS attributes Qi and

cost Ci specifications of simple services implied in the

composition. Accordingly, appropriate aggregation rules

need to be defined and used to combine QoS and cost

attributes of simple services into specifications that apply

to the composite service as a whole.

Definition 3: A composite service instance Jk is a col-

lection of service instances (A1
(k1)

, · · · , Ai
(ki)

, · · · , An
(kn)

)

with Ai
(ki)

∈ Ai for i = 1 to n and ki ∈ {1, · · · , ni}.♦
In the rest of this paper we denote by J the set of all

compositions. Once created, a composite service, as any

simple web service, can be transformed into a workflow

and then deployed, discovered and invoked.

C. Service Composition Problem Description

Service composition problem can be stated as follows.

Given a set of web service types and the set of instances

for each type, along with the specifications of a new

service, create an executable plan (i.e. workflow) that

satisfies the following objectives:

• provides the desired functionality, (obj1)

• verifies the user’s QoS constraints, (obj2)

• minimizes the composite service cost, and (obj3)

• maximizes the composite service QoS. (obj4)

The first objective obj1 is achieved by constructing a

composition graph according to the functional require-

ments. The second objective obj2 is achieved by elimi-

nating all instances that fail to meet constraints associated

with QoS attributes in Qh. Objectives obj3 and obj4 are

related to the evaluation and selection of compositions.

These two objectives are conflicting and an appropriate

algorithm need to be advised to dealt with them.

III. COMPOSITION APPROACH AND ARCHITECTURE

A. Service Composition Approach

The key elements of the proposed approach are the com-

position graph, potential executable plans and executable

plan.

1) Composition Graph: The FC requirements provided

by the client can be used to construct an abstract represen-

tation of the composite web service. Let K be a composite

web service defined as 〈S,R,Q,C〉. Then, the invocation

relationships in R may be represented by a connected and

directed graph G = (S,R) where:

• S = {Si, Sj , · · · , Sn} is a set of services types,

• R = {(Si, Sj) : Si, Sj ∈ S ∧ Si can invoke Sj}.
The graph G is called the composition graph.

2) Potential Executable Plans: The set J of the com-

posite service instances is obtained by replacing each

service type in the composition graph by its instances

using a set of transformation rules. The transformation

operation has two objectives: (i) include the different

semantics of BPEL constructors, and (ii) eliminate service

instances that fail to meet QoS constraints associated

attributes in Qh. Each element of set J represents a

potential executable plan.

3) Executable Plan: Among the different potential ex-

ecutable plans in set J only one—called executable plan
and denoted J∗—should be selected and transformed to a

workflow for effective execution.

The composition operation starts by user specification

of FC and NFC requirements and leads to an executable

plan J∗ that can be handed off to runtime environment

for execution. The proposed approach to support the

composition operation is composed of three phases:

1) Logical composition: First, the FC requirements

provided by the user are used to generate the com-

position graph G.

2) Physical composition: Second, the composition

graph is transformed to obtain the set J of potential

executable plans.

3) Evaluation and selection: Third, the different poten-

tial executable plans are evaluated and compared in

order to select one executable plan, namely J∗. The

latter is then transformed into a workflow and then

deployed, discovered and invoked.

The first phase permits to reply to the first objective

(obj1) of the service composition problem since it permits

to handle the different FC requirements. The second

phase permits to handle the different constraints associated

attributes in Qh and so it responds to the second objective
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(obj2). The third phase uses a bi-objective algorithm to

tradeoff objectives obj3 and obj4.

B. System Architecture

The service composition approach is implemented by

a layered system called QoSeBroker (for QoS-Enhanced

Broker). The architecture of QoSeBroker is given in Fig-

ure 1. This system is composed of three layers; each layer

supports one phase of the service composition approach.
1) Logical Composition Layer: This layer is responsi-

ble for logical composition. It transforms the FC require-

ments provided by the client into a composition graph G
representing a new service type (obj1). The specifications

of available service types are stored into the service

registry. The domain information are defined in terms of

an ontology. When a new service needs to be created, the

client provides the specification of the desired service to

the Logical Composer Module. The latter then explores

the registry and uses agent-based system module to create

a composition graph that meets the specified requirements.
2) Physical Composition Layer: This layer takes as

input the composition graph G and generates the set of

potential executable plans J . The basic idea consists in

replacing each service type in G by its instances while

applying some transformation rules. The transformation

operation is handled by the Composition Graph Trans-

formation Module. The transformation operation requires

that the QoS of each implied web service is evaluated

independently. This is supported by the QoS Evaluation

Module. The Physical Composer layer uses the Domi-

nance Analysis Module to eliminate instances that fail to

meet the QoS constraints (obj2).
3) Evaluation and Selection Layer: The input for this

layer is the set J represented in terms of the transformed

composition graph. The Evaluator and Selector Module

uses this graph to identify the one that tradeoffs at test the

cost (obj3) and the soft QoS attributes (obj4). The best

executable plan J∗ can then be deployed into a runtime

infrastructure using a workflow engine such as WebSphere

Process Choreographer.

Figure 1. QoSeBroker architecture

IV. LOGICAL COMPOSITION

The architecture of logical composition layer is given

in Figure 2. The logical composition implies the following

steps. First, the specification of the required service need

to be provided by the user. Second, the Matchmaker

module queries the service registry and identifies avail-

able services. Third, the Planner Module uses planning

techniques and the agent-based Graph Constructor Module

to create the composition graph.

Figure 2. Architecture of logical composition layer

A. Representation of Service Types

Service types need to be described in a high-level and

abstract manner. This enables their automatic discovery

and composition of desired functionality. In this paper,

we adopt an extended version of the OWL-S proposed in

[13] to create the domain models. OWL-S specifies an

upper ontology of services that defines the structure of a

service description. OWL-S defines that a service presents

a ServiceProfile (what the service does), is described by

a ServiceModel (how it works) and supports a Service-
Grounding (how to access it) (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Extended OWL-S upper ontology [13]

The enhanced OWL-S defines a ServiceType class hi-

erarchy in addition to the service hierarchy. The Ser-
viceProfile of an instance points to the corresponding

ServiceProfileType for mandatory portion common to all

instances. It could, however, add its own precondition and

effects. Similarly, it may support additional outputs as well
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as inputs, in which case it specifies the default values

of additional inputs so that the compositions done using

ServiceProfileType remain valid.

Obviously, a composition should remain valid when any

of its instances is selected. This holds if the precondition

of the service type is more specific than precondition of

some or all of its instances and its effects is more general

than effect of any of its instances. This means that the two

following conditions should hold [13]: (i) the precondition

of the service type entails the precondition of the service

instance so that the latter is satisfied whenever the former

is, and (ii) the postcondition of the service instance entails

the postcondition of the service type so that the latter is

satisfied whenever the former is.

Within the initial OWL-S, the FC of a web service are

expressed through IOPE (Inputs-Outputs-Preconditions-

Effects), which captures the transformation performed by

this service. OWL-S can also be used to represent NFC

through profile attributes, which may contain parameters

other than the functional IOPE. In the extended OWL-S

upper ontology, the FC are represented in ServiceProfile-
Type. The ServiceProfile of an instance inherits these FC

from the ServiceProfileType and adds the NFC to it.

B. Specification of Desired Composite Service

In order to create a new service, the client should de-

scribe the desired FC and NFC requirements. In this paper,

as in [13], we adopt OWL-S for representing the functional

requirements, in IOPE terms, of the composite service.

The requirements are processed incrementally. The pre-

conditions and effects are logical terms and expressions,

and are used during planning in logical composition. The

inputs and outputs are expressions involving general data

types (e.g. integers, strings, algebraic expressions) which

are used during instance selection and flow concretization

in the physical composition phase.

C. Identification of Candidate Services

Construction of the composition graph requires first the

identification of candidate services. This task is handled

by the Matchmaker Module. This module matches the pre-

conditions of a web service with the effects of another up

front during filtering. Note that matchmaking in this level

is based only on FC requirements. The filtering operation

is supported by the Filter Module. This modules removes

irrelevant web services based on the goals specified by

the user [13]. Relevant services are those that can either

contribute (i) to the goals (at least one effect unifies with

a goal) or (ii) to the preconditions of any service which

can potentially contribute to the goal.

D. Construction of Composition Graph

The Planner Module uses planning techniques and the

agent-based system, Graph Constructor Module, to create

the composition graph. This model uses the solution

proposed in [8]. The aim of this tool is to assemble

the service types identified by the Matchmaker using the

different BPEL constructors. The composition operation

generally starts by the invocation of a main web service

and ends by another specific web service. We design these

two specific web services by SWS (Start Web Service)

and TWS (Terminal Web Service). For instance, Figure

4 presents a composition graph that implies six service

types (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6) where S1 and S6 are

respectively the SWS and TWS; and p1 and p2 are the

transition probabilities.

Figure 4. An example of composition graph

V. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION

The architecture of physical composition layer is given

in Figure 5. The physical composition operation is com-

posed of four steps. First, the Matchmaking Module uses

the composition graph G to match each service type to

the corresponding service instances. Second, Preliminary

Analyzer Module scan the different instances and elimi-

nates the ones that fail to meet the hard QoS constraints.

Third, QoS Evaluator Module computes the global QoS

for each (non eliminated) instance using the soft QoS

attributes. Fourth, the Graph Transformer Module uses a

set of mapping rules to construct a new composition graph

representing the set of potential executable plans J .

Figure 5. Architecture of physical composition layer

A. Identification of Candidate Instances

The first step in the physical composition is to identify,

for each service type in the composition graph, the set of
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the corresponding instances. For this purpose, Matchmaker

Module uses the composition graph and queries the service

instances registry to associate to each service type a set of

potential instances (at last one instance per type is needed).

Note also that matchmaking in this level is based only on

NFC requirements.

B. Preliminary Analysis

The role of the Preliminary Analyzer is to eliminate

instances that fail to meet the constraints issued from

the QoS attributes. Constraints are often implemented

through elementary evaluation methods. Two commonly

used methods are described below. Let qj(u) be the

evaluation of instance u in respect to QoS attribute qj .

• Conjunctive method. A minimal (resp. maximal)

satisfaction level q̂j is defined for each attribute

qj ∈ Qh. An instance u is acceptable if and only

if qj(u) ≥ q̂j (resp. qj(u) ≤ q̂j) for all j ∈ Qh.

• Disjunctive method. This method is similar to the

previous one but an instance is considered as ac-

ceptable once at least one of its evaluations verifies

the corresponding satisfaction level. An instance u
is acceptable if and only if ∃qj ∈ Qh such that

qj(u) ≥ q̂j for attributes with minimal satisfaction

level or qj(u) ≤ q̂j for attributes with maximal

satisfaction level.

In addition to constraints, the preliminary analysis step

implies also the use of the dominance relation to eliminate

dominated instances. In contrary to constraints, which

consider hard QoS attributes and apply indifferently to

all the instance whatever the service type to which they

are associated, the dominance analysis (i) is based on soft

attributes only, and (ii) requires to consider separately the

instances of each service type. The dominance relation in

respect to a single attribute is defined as follows.

Definition 4: Let qj ∈ Qs and let u and u′ be two

service instances. Then, instance u dominates instance u′

in respect to attribute qj , denoted uΔju
′, if and only if:

qj(u) ≥ qj(u
′).♦

The dominance relation in respect to all soft attributes

is defined as follows.

Definition 5: Let u and u′ be two instances. Then,

instance u dominates instance u′ in respect to all soft

attributes, denoted uΔu′, if and only if: qj(u) ≥
qj(u

′), ∀j ∈ Qs with a lest one strict inequality.♦
In the two last definitions we assumed that attributes

are to be maximized. However, the operator “≥” should

replaced by the operator “≤” for attributes that should

be minimized. Obviously, all denominated instances of a

given service type should be eliminated.

C. QoS Evaluation of Service Instances

The objective of this step is to evaluate the QoS of all

service instances. The formal model used to specify these

evaluations is grounded on multicriteria evaluation. Let Ψ
denotes a multicriteria classification model. As output of

this step, each service instance u is assigned a QoS level

Ψ(u) on an ordinal scale E composed of a finite set of p
evaluation levels: ε1 ≺ ε2 ≺ · · · ≺ εp.

Generally, the levels of scale E are defined in terms

of profile limits b1, · · · , bp−1 representing the boundaries

between the different levels. Figure 6 shows the definition

of three-level scale in terms of profile limits b1 and b2.

Figure 6. Definition of three-levels scale in terms of the profile limits

The computing of global QoS levels is formalized in

Algorithm 1. The latter compares each service instance u
to each of the profile limits staring from the highest one

and assign to u the first QoS level for which u verifies

the assignment rule associated with the lower profile limit

of this level. The function AssignmentRule in Algorithm

1 corresponds to the assignment rule associated with Ψ.

Algorithm 1 runs in O(α × p), where α = |U |, U set of

service instances and p is the number of levels.

Algorithm 1: GlobalQoSLevel

Input : U , // service instances.
Ψ, // multicriteria classification model.
E , // evaluation scale.

Output: Ψ(u), ∀u ∈ U // global QoS levels.
p←−number of levels in E ;
for (all u ∈ U) do

h←− p;
assigned←− False;
while (h ≥ 0 ∧ NOT(assigned)) do

if (AssignmentRule(u, h)) then
Ψ(u)←− h+ 1;
assigned←− true;

end
h←− h− 1;

end
end

Different multicriteria classification models could be

used. For instance, the assignment rule in the multicriteria

classification model ELECTRE TRI [14] requires the com-

puting of credibility indexes σ(u, bh) ∈ [0, 1]. Then, an

instance u is assigned to level h if and only if σ(u, bh) ≥ λ
where λ ∈ [0.5, 1] is the cutting level parameter.

D. Composition Graph Transformation

Let G = (S,R) be a generic composition graph. Then,

G needs to be mapped to a new graph H = (X,E) using

different mapping rules. These rules differ along with the
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type of BPEL constructor such that probabilistic invo-

cation, parallel invocation, sequential activation, fastest-

predecessor-triggered activation, synchronized invocation

and conditional invocation. The basic idea of the mapping

rules consists in replacing each node Si ∈ S by three

node types: one input node, one output node and several

nodes corresponding to the instances associated with node

Si. For the purpose of illustration, we present the mapping

rule relative to probabilistic invocation. The other mapping

rules are defined in a similar way. First, we introduce some

additional notations. Let:

• Γ+(Si) be the set of successor nodes of Si;

• ν be a neutral level on scale E ; and

• Φ and Ω be two aggregation operators.

Let now present the transformation rule for probabilistic

invocation. In the probabilistic invocation, a probability

value pk on an outgoing arrow from Si to Sj indicates that

Si invokes Sj with probability pk. Let Si be a node in S
representing a service type with a probabilistic invocation.

Let, for k = 1 to t, pk be the invocation probability

associated with edge (Si, Sk) ∈ R (see Figure 7.a). Then,

the following mapping rule is applied:

Mapping rule 1.
1) For node Si:

• add to X two nodes Si,in and Si,out with
evaluation vector (0, ν)

• for each instance u of Si:

– add to X the node u with evaluation
vector (Ci(u),Ψ(u));

– add to E the edges (Si,in, u) and (u, Si,out);

2) For each node Ak in Γ+(Si):

• add to X the node Ak,in with evaluation
vector (Φ(Ak,in),Ω(Ak,in));

• add to X the node Ak,out with evaluation
vector (0, ν);

• for each instance u of Ak:

– add to X the node u with evaluation
vector (pk · Ci(u),Ψ(u));

– add to E the edges (Ak,in, u) and
(u,Ak,out);

3) For each node Ak in Γ+(Si):

• add to E the edge (Si,out, Ak,in).

Mapping rule 1 is illustrated graphically in Figure 7.

Let h = 1, · · · , t. The operator Φ implies nodes on dif-

ferent levels and vary according to the BPEL constructors

associated with each node. It may be the sum, product,

max, min, or average. The operator Ω involves nodes on

the same level and may be any aggregation operator such

as sum, product, max, min, average, etc. Table I provides

the formula for four basic web service evaluation attributes

and for four basic BPEL constructors. More details for the

definition of aggregation operators Φ and Ω are given in

[8].

The evaluation vector (Φ(Ah,in),Ω(Ah,in)) associ-

ated with input node Ah,in in Figure 7 is defined as

follows: (i) Φ(Ah,in) is an aggregation of the costs

Ci(A
1
1), · · · , Ci(A

1
nh
) of service Ah instances; and (ii)

Ω(Ah,in) is an aggregation of the global QoS levels

Ψ(A1
h), · · · ,Ψ(A1

nh
) of service Ah instances.

Finally, it is important to note that when the attribute is

ordinal (e.g. security), it is not possible to use the proba-

bility associated with the branches of switch constructor.

Some solutions to avoid this problem are given in [8].

VI. COMPOSITION EVALUATION AND SELECTION

The architecture of evaluation and selection layer is

given in Figure 8. It takes as input the transformed graph

H = (X,E) and generates a set of optimal executable

plans from which the user should select one for effective

execution. Evaluation and selection operation contains

three steps: (i) transformation of graph H , (ii) resolution

and identification of optimal executable plans, and (iii)

selection of the executable plan to run.

Figure 8. Architecture of evaluation and selection layer

A. Modeling of Potential Executable Plans

A composite web service can be seen as a sequence of

invocation operations (i.e. edges) involving different indi-

vidual web services (i.e. nodes). Therefore, a composite

web service can be defined as a shortest path in graph

H . More formally, a composite web service is defined as

follows.

Definition 6: Let H = (X,E) be a transformed com-

position graph with S1 as SWS node and Sn as TWS node.

A composite web service K is defined as a S1−Sn path

in H .♦
Furthermore, two types of evaluations are considered:

• The qualitative evaluation Ψ(Si) associated with each

vertex Si ∈ X . These evaluations are meant to be

used in a MinMax criterion to evaluate the composite

Web service.

• The Ci(Si) cost associated with each vertex Si ∈ X .
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Table I
AGGREGATION OPERATORS FOR DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES AND BPEL CONSTRUCTORS

Attribute Sequence Flow Pick Switch

Cost
∑

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) αk · qj(k)

Response time maxk∈Γ+(x) qj(k) maxk∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) αk(x, y) · qj(k)

Availability
∏

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∏

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) qj(k)
∑

k∈Γ+(x) αk · qj(k)

Security mink∈Γ+(x) qj(k) mink∈Γ+(x) qj(k) by rule by rule
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Figure 7. Probabilistic invocation transformation

B. Transformation of Graph H

As mentioned earlier, the selection of the optimal exe-

cutable plans is based on the resolution of a bi-objective

shortest path problem. This requires first to transform the

graph H into a new graph H ′ as follows (see Figure 9). For

each edge (Si, Sj) we consider a vector of two evaluations

e(Si, Sj) = (Cij(Si, Sj), τ(Si, Sj)) where Cij(Si, Sj)
corresponds to the cost for invoking service instance Sj

from Si and τ(Si, Sj) = max{Ψ(Si),Ψ(Sj)}.

Ψ(xi), Ci(xi) Ψ(xj),Cj(xj)

xi xj
• •

xi xj

(Cij(xi, xj), τ(xi, xj))• •

⇓

Figure 9. Transformation schema

The reason for defining τ(Si, Sj) in this way is related

to the fact that Ψ(.) is considered as a MinMax criterion.

In fact, any path which includes the edge (Si, Sj) should

take into account for both Ψ(Si) and Ψ(Sj); hence the

maximum. The construction of graph H ′ according to

this transformation schema is formalized in Algorithm 2,

which runs in O(n) where n is the cardinality of X .

Algorithm 2: GraphHTransformation

Input : H = (X,E), // transformed composition graph.
Output: H ′ = (X ′, E′), // new transformed composition

graph.
X ′ ←− X;
E′ ←− ∅;
for (all (u, v) ∈ E) do

e1 ←− c(v);
e2 ←− max{Ψ(u),Ψ(v)});
E′ ←− E′ ∪ (u, v); with e(u, v) = (e1, e2);

end
H ′ ←− (X ′, E′);
return H ′

C. Identification of Optimal Executable Plans

In order to solve this problem, we will use the algorithm

that we proposed in [15]. The idea of this algorithm is as

follows. Since each edge (Si, Sj) in the transformed graph

H ′ is evaluated by vector e = (Cij(Si, Sj), τ(Si, Sj)), the

complexity of the computation of the efficient set can be

strongly reduced by solving a number of mono-objective

shortest path problems only. The efficient set is constructed
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by solving the following bottleneck shortest path prob-

lems: find if there is a shortest path P from s to t using

cost Cij(Si, Sj) such that max(Si,Sj)∈P τ(Si, Sj) � ν,

for ν = 1, . . . , p. To solve each of these problems, edge

(Si, Sj) such that τ(Si, Sj) > ν are deleted from the

graph and the classical Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied.

This resolution procedure is summed up in Algorithm

3 where function Dijkstra implements the classical Dijk-

stra’s algorithm and returns the shortest path of level ν in

graph H ′
ν = (Xν , Eν). The complexity of the Algorithm 3

is pD(r, n), where r = |E′| and D(r, n) is the complexity

of computing a shortest path.

Algorithm 3: BestCompositions

Input : H ′ = (X ′, E′), // new transformed composition
graph.
E , // evaluation scale.

Output: P, // best compositions.
p←− number of levels in E ;
ν ←− 1;
P←− ∅;
while ( ν ≤ p) do

X ′
ν ←− {Si ∈ X ′ : ∃Sj ∈ X ′ ∧ τ(Si, Sj) ≤ ν};

E′
ν ←− E′ \ {(Si, Sj) ∈ E′ : τ(Si, Sj) > ν};

H ′
ν ←− (X ′

ν , E
′
ν);

Pν ←− Dijkstra(X ′
ν , E

′
ν);

P←− P ∪ P ;
ν ←− ν + 1;

end
return P

D. Selection the Executable Plan to Run

The resolution procedure generates at most p executable

plans where p is the number of levels in E . These plans are

ordered along with their tradeoff of the cost and the global

QoS attributes. From this reduced set of composite web

services, the user should select only one plan to deploy.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a layered system for web service com-

position. The proposed system addresses the problem of

web service composition from end to end perspective,

i.e. from end-user specification of the desired service to

service deployment. The input for the system are the

specifications of the desired service. It outputs a reduced

set of executable plans that tradeoff at best the cost and

the global QoS attributes. The system is currently being

implemented. Implementation details will be the subject

of a forthcoming paper.
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